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INTRODUCTION

Become a Significant Currency

There are several issues that arise in

the coin era: It's extremely

complicated, and most people don't

have the time or prior knowledge to

act safely and effectively. GFULL

comes into play here. The goal of

GFULL is to bring you closer to the

coin in a simple and understandable

way, so that it can be widely adopted.

“ What value does

cryptocurrency add? 

People can now interact with both the

virtual and physical worlds thanks to

GFULL Metaverse, one of the most

fascinating technologies in the

cryptosphere. 



The blockchain system is not linked to any center or individual. The blockchain system is made up of

devices that have been adapted to it. These anonymous devices carry out the transactions, which are

completely immune to outside interference.

Instead of collecting data from other Internet systems in a single location, blockchain distributes it to

multiple devices or computers. As a result, it prevents any outside interventions from being made on

these data.

The blockchain database is accessible to all, not just its users. As a result, carrying out its control is

transparent. Anyone can control transactions registered in a block, wallet addresses, Transaction ID

(shipping code), and amounts.

Blockchain technology The blockchain records the wallet addresses of all users as the transaction is

completed, and repetitive transactions are avoided.

WHAT IS BLOCKCHAIN?



Provision out a block that creates new blocks connected to each other for each operation performed

when a cryptographic blockchain has blocks and transactions in the network, and each new block

incorporates the codes of the previous blocks.

An inter-block chain decays as this process is repeated. When one of the blocks is finished, it generates

a "Hash" code, and the next block begins to generate a new block based on this "Hash." "code. Because

of this "Hash" "The creation of a duplicate block has been prevented by code.

Transactions involving the transfer of assets via blockchain are both cheaper and faster than

transactions involving banks. The blockchain network processes the transmission that you initiate from

your wallet. A Transaction ID code is generated for your shipment that contains your wallet address,

recipient wallet address, and amount details.

You can track your shipment using this code. You can find all the details of your shipment on the

blockchain network using the Transaction ID code. Details include the recipient wallet, sender wallet,

amount, number of confirmations received, block it is in, and the fee fee you will pay.

HOW BLOCKCHAIN WORKS?



Binance Smart Chain, abbreviated BSC, is an innovative solution for introducing interoperability and

programmability on Binance Chain. It uses a system of 21 validators leveraging the Proof of Staked

Authority or PoSA consensus, thereby enabling lower fees and reduced block times. 

 

The best way to understand the use of Binance Smart Chain app is an overview of the underlying

design principles. As a matter of fact, the design principles for BSC tell a lot about how it works and

the value of its functionalities. Here are some of the notable highlights in the design principles of

BSC.

Compatibility

Standalone Blockchain

Native Cross-Chain Communication

Consensus and Governance Associated with Staking

What exactly is Binance Smart Chain?



PancakeSwap is the premier decentralized exchange of Binance Smart Chain founded in 2020 by the

Binanceexchange. PancakeSwap provides its users with a very simple and practical way to use it. Users

can use their own wallets and personal keys to conduct transactions on the system. It is a platform for

barter transactions that do not require the use of an intermediary. It provides numerous opportunities to

its investors. Smart contracts are supported by the BSC network. This ensures both safety and

functionality. Even if the Binancenetwork is shut down, the Binance Smart Chain will continue to operate

normally.

 What  is  PancakeSwap ? 



What exactly is Gfull

Token? It was named GFULL (GAINFULL) in the BSC network, which originally

stood for income. Our ecosystem includes of Metaverse, Exchange

Platform, NFT Market, and Share Pools where you can earn a

significant amount of money. It enables you to transact on the

industry's best exchanges.

Network: Binance Smart Chain Total Supply: 21.000.000 (21



ROADMAP

STAGE III STAGE IV

STAGE I STAGE II



STAGE I

Token contract creation on

BinanceSmart-Chain.

Creating social media

channels

Marketing is used to create

the initial community.



STAGE II

Website and pre-sale

launchpad are being launched.

Pre-sale to members of the

community.

Listing day will be heavily

promoted.



STAGE III

Large-scale marketing will

expand

Official listing on a top-20

cryptocurrency exchange.

The app's first trailer and

sneak peek.



STAGE IV

Official listing announcement on a

leading cryptocurrency exchange

Marketing on a grand scale

for the top-tier listing.

Listing on a premier

cryptocurrency exchange



Our game platform will also be put into service soon. As a

GFULL Android and IOS application, we will meet you

very soon and you will be as close as a touch to reach us.

Ceo Founder
Mehmet Başaran

Quote



Within the scope of our project, bitcoin

prediction is made between the first five

days of each month. These predictions,

which are made on the first five days of each

month, are made by the experts of our team. 

The predictions made usually approach their

aim or even reach their aim completely most

of the time.

Every individual who wants to achieve his

goal should choose us. Because as long as

they win, we will win, and as long as we win,

they will win.

30% is spent on marketing area.

The remaining 10% remains in the company account. It is shared

between the team employees and the company. 

As we explained above, most of the money earned is spent on

our investors again. Competitions increase enthusiasm, and this

enthusiasm also makes it possible to win more.

Only the monthly closure will continue until the last day of 2022.

However, starting from 2023, they will be renewed and continued

as monthly and weekly closing forecasts. Our services offered to

you are getting the best version day by day as we have

explained.

On the thirtieth day of each month, the prizes received at the

price between 00.00 - 03.00 (UTC) hours of global time, 60% of

them are distributed to only 10 people approaching the monthly

closing price.



The names of the 10 winners will be announced on the main screen

after closing at night.

The progress of the competition will be as

follows:

The Bitcoin Prediction Contest

will work together with GFULL

from the year 2023.

GFULL total supply-token:

21.000.000

The data of everyone who will participate in the Bitcoin contest will

be clearly and transparently displayed on the main screen. 

The teams of all people in the marketing area will be visible on

everyone's panel. 

There will be an instant withdrawal.



TOKENOMICS



Team:

18%
Liquidity Mining:

18%

Cross Chain Liquidty:

15%

Developer:

11%

Marketing:

11%

Initial Liquidity:

9%

Pre - Sale:

6%

Strategic Sale:

5%

Seed Sale:

5%



Ceo Founder

Social Media Marketing Azerbaijan Marketing Marketing

Mehmet Başaran

Rikomashouse Minister Omer Qurbanali Ruza Akhbutaeva

TEAM



THANKYOU


